
1945 AND ONWARDS OF SITUATION IN

Britain and the British have changed profoundly since In contrast to the situation in Northern Ireland, Welsh and Scottish
nationalism.

Large-scale immigration has made the population ethnically far more diverse, with important cultural
consequences. Instead of people paying more taxes for a strengthened military, tax rates were cut, especially
for the rich and powerful. It was a time of national shock parallel to that which occurred after the attacks on
Pearl Harbor in  Housewives organised to oppose the austerity. Lord Woolton emphasised a rhetoric that
characterised the opponents as "Socialist" rather than "Labour. With their uniforms still on, they went to
register to vote. William H. Bush would be president. The first black president, Obama rallied people who had
never voted before with "Change we can believe in" and "Yes we can. He also recognized the futility of
pursuing policies of Stalinist repression within his own country. Most, in turn, were denationalised again
under the Conservatives between and  When black veterans returned from World War II, they refused to
accept second-class citizenship any longer. Confused, angry, and frustrated, Americans returned to the tortured
divisions of the Vietnam War era. Once again it would be "morning time in America. The "other side of the
[Cold War] walnut" was domestic anti-communism. The composition of the population has undergone a
marked transformation, due primarily to advances in medicine. Richard Nixon, the Republican nominee,
called for a return to law and order, claiming to speak for the "silent majority" who believed in patriotism,
hard work, and reverence for God. Using his experience to brilliant effect, Bush presided masterfully over the
end of the Cold War. African Americans joined the Armed Forces in record numbers, while two million left
the South for factory jobs in the North and West. He proclaims that if he gets no response by 10 PM, he will
assume Hitler is incapacitated and assume leadership of the Reich. Hard line British Marxists were fervent
believers in dialectical materialism and in fighting against capitalism and for workers' control , trade unionism
, nationalisation of industry and centralized planning. This empire had largely been granted independence by ,
beginning with independence for India and Pakistan in  The state that proved decisive was Florida, with
twenty-five electoral votes, although the election there was rife with voting scandals. Democrats and
Republicans celebrated American democracy and capitalism; they agreed there were no fundamental problems
with American society, and that any problems that did exist could be solved by incremental reform.


